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Pres Ident ’ s  messaGe

Tennessee is in 

desperate need of 

funding in order to 

turn these numbers 

around and build 

an infrastructure 

that can handle 

future growth and 

development.

When looking for  the individual 
transportation infrastructure needs 

for each county, the Tennessee Advisory 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations 
(TACIR) has some great information on its web 
page in an article entitled “Building Tennessee’s 
Tomorrow” where you can access reports on 
both the county and state needs and see what 
stage they are in. Transportation infrastructure 
has become a prevalent topic in Tennessee 
lately due to the Highway and Transportation 
Funding Act of 2014 that Congress passed 
which gave an eight-month extension to the 
Federal Surface Transportation program. This 
program is what states rely on for road, highway, 
bridge, and transit funding and will run through 
May 31, 2015. “In addition to extending the 
current authorization of the highway and public 
transportation programs, the legislation will 
transfer nearly $11 billion into the Highway 
Trust Fund to preserve existing levels of 
highway and public transportation investment 
through the end of May, 2015. Congress will 
need to pass new legislation prior to the May 
31 extension expiration to ensure prompt federal 
reimbursements to states for road, highway, 
bridge, and transit repairs and improvements.”2

Just to get an idea of how badly we need this 
funding to be maintained, here are some facts 
about Tennessee’s highway infrastructure:

19,740 Bridges•	
1.104 Interstate Miles•	
13,884 State Maintained Highway Miles•	
95,523 Total Highway Miles•	
7% TN Major Roads in Poor Condition•	
20%	TN	Bridges	are	Structurally	Deficient	•	
or Functionally Obsolete
43% TN Major Urban Highways are •	
Congested
Tennessee’s highway vehicle travel has •	
increased by 52% from 1990 to 20133

Bate Bond
2015 TCA President

Essential to Economic Growth as Economic Growth is to
AdequAte InfrAstructure is as

IndIvIduAl ProsPerIty1

1 http://tn.gov/tacir/
infrastructure.html

2 www.tripnet.org/docs/
factsheetnational.pdf

3 www.tdot.state.tn.us/
transportationsystem.
htm

These numbers make it plain that Tennessee is 
in desperate need of funding in order to turn these 
numbers around and build an infrastructure that 
can handle future growth and development.

The funding that TDOT receives from the State 
totals about $826 million, of which roughly $393 
million originates from Tennessee’s gasoline tax. 
This budget is used for operating costs, highway 
maintenance contracts, and other areas such as 
resurfacing, bridges, major reconstruction, and 
new construction. However, the amount of funds 
TDOT has available for use has fallen each 
year due to rising operational and maintenance 
costs.

It is also important to consider the costs 
incurred by the public and the State due to roads 
that are in disrepair. It costs Tennessee motorists 
$1.3 billion a year in extra vehicle repairs and 
operating costs, roughly $278 per motorist. On 
a national level, congestion costs American 
motorists $121 billion a year in wasted time and 
fuel costs. We should also view this issue from a 
public wellness standpoint. Roadway conditions 
are	 a	 significant	 factor	 in	 approximately	 one-
third	of	traffic	fatalities.	Highway	improvements	
such as removing obstacles, widening lanes, 
upgrading from two-lane roads to four-lane 
roads, and improving road markings can reduce 
traffic fatalities and accidents and improve 
traffic	flow.

As Tennesseans, we need to do everything we 
can and talk to our representatives and colleagues 
in an effort to ensure that Tennessee gets as much 
funding as possible and that federal funding, such 
as the Highway and Transportation Act of 2014, 
continues to exist. 

As I stated at the beginning, infrastructure is 
essential to economic growth. Every pothole and 
every crack is a larger hole in TDOT’s budget 
and costs us more in the long run.
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Welcome to the 2015 Awards Issue of 
Tennessee Concrete magazine! Please 

enjoy reading about the best concrete projects 
from across Tennessee (completed in 2014) and 
I also invite you to enjoy the winning entry from 
our 2014 High School Concrete Essay contest. 

As you review the projects and the essays, my 
hope is that you will pick up some new ideas 
and even some inspiration for improving your 
business and raising your personal standard of 
performance during the remainder of 2015. 

It’s challenging to make time to 
regularly take in new information. In 
fact, it’s really tempting to just keep doing the 
same old things as long as they are not producing 
obvious problems or failures. It might even seem 
smart to not ‘waste time’ attending a conference, 
taking a class, or increasing the depth of your 
personal network. After all, most of us have 
plenty to do as the construction recovery kicks 
into higher gear and adding anything else to our 
already full plate sounds like a bad idea. 

certainly it is easier to just stay 
in the rut you’ve created and to not 
challenge yourself to achieve a higher 
standard. Learning “new stuff” slows us 
down and dilutes our focus on the urgent and 
demanding tasks at hand. Implementing what 
we have learned always takes longer than 
expected, and it usually involves transmitting our 
knowledge to others in our organization—also 
a time and energy intensive undertaking. Far 
better to just keep operating on the tried and true 
information we already have….
If	you	find	yourself	agreeing	wholeheartedly	

with the previous paragraph, you obviously 

didn’t pick up on my tone of voice—just one 
of the significant limitations of ‘traditional’ 
communication via the written word. One 
problem (and I could name several!) with holding 
on to tried-and-true information is that the useful 
life of information is shrinking much more rapidly 
than it used to—the longer you hang on 
to aging data the more likely it is that 
the data has been supplanted by new 
learning and new understanding. 

For example… in the not-too-distant past most 
of us in the concrete world solved mix design 
problems in a similar fashion. If a mix wouldn’t 
pump, or if contractors complained about 
finishability,	 or	 test	 results	 indicated	 potential	
low-strength problems - our response would 
most likely have been to “throw in some more 
powder”	 or	more	 specifically,	more	 Portland	
cement. The conventional wisdom of the day told 
us	this	should	be	our	first	response	to	a	variety	
of problems and, to some extent, this is still our 
thinking today. But a lot of new information 
has become available over the years and the 
preponderance of this new information tells us that 
our traditional approach is only rarely the most 
effective way to address issues in our mix designs. 
In addition to often being an expensive solution, 
other approaches such as modifying aggregates 
or using chemical or mineral admixtures often 
provide much better results without producing 
so many negative side effects. Ongoing research 
into aggregate optimization, cement hydration 
chemistry and nano-scale behavior of various 
concrete ingredients will no doubt continue to 
make the conventional wisdom of the past much 
more foolish than wise. 

challenGe yourself to  
a hiGher Standard

execut Ive  d I rector ’s  messaGe

It’s challenging 
to make time to 
regularly take in 
new information. 
In fact, it’s really 
tempting to just 
keep doing the 
same old things 
as long as they 
are not producing 
obvious problems 
or failures. 

Focus more on 
those things that 
bring in nutritional 
information to 
help…function at 
a higher level with 
more effectiveness 
and less busyness. 
It’s a challenge, 
but it’s one that 
is well worth 
undertaking!

Alan Sparkman
Executive Director
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Dennie Underwood
(865) 453-4433 (phone)

(865) 428-6083 (fax)

(865) 654-2912
— 1225 Parkway —
sevierville, tn 37862

Commitment
by Lafarge

Lafarge isn’t merely a producer of raw 
materials, but the producer of materials
that make up the composition of our lives -
where we live, work and play.

We hold dear the safety and development
of our employees, satisfaction of our
customers, harmony with our communities
and respect for the environment.

We use natural resources in innovative
ways to help construct the building blocks
that are required to enhance, protect and
sustain human life.

To learn more about the complete line 
of Lafarge cements, contact
Don Gore at (812) 499-9014 or
don.gore@lafarge-na.com, or visit us at 
www.lafarge-na.com

© 2013 Lafarge North America Inc., Chicago, IL
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Tim Langelier, Middle TN  
615-330-1776 
Tim.Langelier@lafarge.com

© 2014 Lafarge North America Inc., Chicago, IL

SICALCO, LTD is your concrete industry partner for the 2014 

Turning Point in Tennessee Concrete as it has been since 

1979

Contact our service center @ 800-435-1919 or general offices 

at 630-371-2655 for customer service

Durafiber

™
inc.

4825 Trousdale Drive, Suite 205   Nashville,  Tennessee 37220-1365
(615) 333-9883              FAX (615) 333-9882

We’re

reinforcing

our reputation

one job

at a time!

4825 Trousdale Drive, Suite 205 • Nashville, TN 37220
(615) 333-9882 Fax

(615) 333-9883

We're 

reinforcing

our reputation

one job

at a time!

In our world where anyone with a smart phone can 
shoot a video and upload that for the world to see 
in a matter of seconds, access to new knowledge 
is not really the problem. Discerning valuable content is a 
much	more	difficult	task	in	today’s	content-saturated	environment,	
and	in	some	ways	it	makes	it	more	difficult	to	locate	and	take	in	
information	that	is	relevant	and	true.	In	spite	of	that	difficulty,	the	
risks of relying on conventional wisdom that has become current 
foolishness is rising with every passing month. 

I have realized anew the importance of a strategy 
to insure I continue to ingest relevant, reliable, and 
current information on a regular basis. Like most 
of you, I have a plate full of responsibilities, commitments and 
activities so I am making a conscious effort to remove from my 
plate those things that contribute to my schedule being “over-
weight” and to focus more on those things that bring in nutritional 
information to help me function at a higher level with more 
effectiveness and less busyness. 

It’s a challenge, but it’s one that is well worth 
undertaking!
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 2015 ConCrETE AwArD winnErs

memphis ready mix
Baltz & sons concrete, llc

huey’S reStaurant 
Germantown
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2015 ConCrETE AwArD winnErs

—Awards continue on page 10

BEsT ConCrETE ArTisAn
Huey’s restaurant - Germantown
memphis ready mix
Baltz & sons concrete, llc

Another collaboration with traditional construction, 
Baltz & sons concrete was tapped to refurbish the 

entry vestibule and outer patio for this iconic memphis res-
taurant chain. originally constructed as a bank, the entire 
site was heavily re-configured to accommodate the “corner 
bar” layout that has become huey’s restaurant’s staple de-
sign. Baltz cleaned and resurfaced the entry vestibule with 
pigmented concrete, using a self-leveling flowable mix so 
as to produce a super smooth and level surface. this was 
critical for the subsequent stages where Baltz & sons’ artist 
used a cnc engraving device to layout a template of the 
restaurant’s trademark logo. after hours of careful handwork 
a beautiful rendition of the restaurant’s name and logo are 
now engraved into the entryway. 

Baltz then turned their artistry to the new outer patio dining 
area. Originally a drive-thru teller area for the former bank, the 
new patio was installed using a lightly exposed white limestone/ 
white sand mix so as to produce an adequate canvas for the 
subsequent “ribbons” that were carved in and pigmented. Baltz 
selected a range of colors for the ribbons, using this element 
to tie together the original brick color of the building with the 
materials used for the new construction.

Grand
Champion
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BEsT ConCrETE HomE
Pennington Property
williamson co. ready mix
dusty & sons concrete, llc

Dusty & sons concrete, llc was contracted by the Pen-
nington family about doing all the concrete work on 

their new house in college Grove, tenn. they placed a bid 
to do footings, poured walls, waterproofing, garage slabs, 
basement slab, porches, and two retaining walls. william-
son county ready mix supplied all of the concrete for the 
project, and three separate Premier pump trucks were used 
on the job. 

this house was about 6,000 square feet with a lot of 
corners. due to the number of corners and the size of the 
foundation, the cast-in-place poured walls had to be broken 
up in two pours. after all of the walls were poured, while 
the contractor was trying to get the garage and basement 
slabs poured, large amounts of rain came. 

the porches were colored with integral color concrete 
using solomon color, and the surfaces were finished with a 
sponge finish. this gave the porches the look of old span-
ish tile. also, with the porch capped and everything being 
poured concrete it became, in effect, a safe room.

dusty & sons concrete, llc placed approximately 250 
yards of concrete in the job, without any driveway. In the 
end, the foundation worked out great, and the homeowners 
where very happy with their solid foundation.

BEsT FinisHinG – CommErCiAL DECorATivE
second Line restaurant Patio & Bar
memphis ready mix
Baltz & sons concrete, llc

This spectacular project was especially rewarding in 
that the developers granted a considerable degree of 

creative autonomy to Kevin Baltz & sons concrete when they 
asked Baltz to come up with a design for a new restaurant 
they were building in overton square in memphis. 

the new restaurant, chef Kelly english’s “the second 
line”, has a heavy new orleans theme. as an extension of 
this, Baltz designed a courtyard patio that would capture 
the character of the historic french Quarter by installing 
stamped concrete featuring old world cobblestone and seam-
less slate patterns, as well as a custom scored re-creation of 
the restaurant’s logo. 

a raised patio features a hand scored harlequin pattern 
with whimsical decorative wall patterns that bring mardi 
Gras to mind. Baltz also created custom ornamental “cock-
tail tables” that double as supports for the overhead patio 
light strings. a second phase included installing a two-tiered 
concrete bar-top with custom pigmentation and finishing 
techniques. french Quarter inspired “wrought iron” scrolls 
and fleur-de-lis icons grace various locations throughout the 
project, adding character and interest to the overall design. 
the front patio was also enlarged and includes a seamless 
slate finish on what looks like large slabs of stone. special 
thanks to designer Jackie Glisson, and contractor traditional 
construction.
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2015 ConCrETE AwArD winnErs

—Continued on page 12

BEsT FinisHinG – CommErCiAL winnEr 1
sofTner warehouse
ImI
Bowman’s works]

Bowman’s works began this project in november, 
2013. as often happens, the weather played a large 

part in the construction process. the footer and slab on grade 
were performed through the winter months. the tilt-up walls 
were completed in may 2014. In addition to the warehouse 
construction, two bridges were constructed for deliveries 
and the building entrance. several subs played a part in 
this project, and that alone can offer some challenges, but 
in the end everything went smoothly and the owners were 
handed the keys to a very appealing building.

BEsT FinisHinG – CommErCiAL winnEr 2
Comfort inn - Pulaski
mid south concrete Inc.
new south concrete

Mr. mayuer Patel, owner of the comfort Inn in Pulaski, 
wanted to enhance the outside appearance of the 

motel so he hired new south concrete (Greg lunn & tommy 
campbell) to remove old asphalt and replace it with 3000 
psi concrete. lunn & campbell also designed a new curb, 
new flower beds with stamped concrete, a new stamped 
entrance, patio area, and pool area. night lighting was 
also improved. all of this was done in a manner that limited 

customer inconveniences. total concrete used was approxi-
mately 1200 yds.  

BEsT FinisHinG – DECorATivE ExTErior
mcneece Project - Transforming the steps
ImI
dusty & sons concrete, llc

Dusty & sons concrete, llc was approached by the 
mcneece family in columbia, tn jazzing up the entry 

way into their home. the existing sidewalk and steps were 
made from old stones. after looking at the company’s picture 
profile book, and some product samples, the homeowner 
shared a few of his own ideas for the job while giving dusty 
& sons a lot of artistic freedom. 
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first dusty & sons concrete, llc had to remove a few 
steps, but mainly they capped the existing sidewalk and steps 
with 4 inches of concrete. the concrete was supplied by ImI 
using a 2-inch line pump mix. the concrete was pumped 
about 150 feet with a line pump. Placing the concrete was a 
careful process, as it was important that concrete did not get 
on the house. It was tricky forming the steps because some 
of them were longer than 12 feet. holes had to be drilled 
and stakes driven into them for support.  another challenge 
was doing the forming around the existing rock walls. a slate 
texture form liner was placed on the steps, and the surface 
of the concrete was textured with slate texture. 

Borders were cut around the edges; designs were cut 
into it and stones were also cut into the concrete. In fact, 
the sone lines were sealed before the acid stain color was 
applied so the lines would look more like gray grout lines. 
the customer wanted all of the stones to be individual colors. 
dusty & sons concrete, llc used all of the acid stain colors, 
and then combined many to create different colors. 

after everything was tediously stained, cleaned off, and 
sealed the outcome was great. the homeowners were in 
love with it, and have booked another job at their house 
with dusty & sons concrete, llc in 2015!

BEsT PErvioUs ConCrETE - CommErCiAL
Andrew Jackson Home
williamson co. ready mix
dusty & sons concrete, llc

Dusty & sons concrete, llc received a request from 
a contractor to bid some concrete footings under the 

paver sidewalks at the andrew Jackson home in nashville, 
tn. after looking at the plans, they discovered that some 
pervious concrete had also been added. they then talked 
to the contractor about bidding all of the concrete for the 
andrew Jackson home. dusty & sons tried many different 
ways and methods to get the appearance of pea rock gravel 
to meet everyone’s approval. williamson county ready mix 
supplied the concrete for the job.

many obstacles were faced in placing the concrete under 
the soldier course of the paver sidewalk. the weather turned 
unusually cold, and most of the concrete had to have blankets 
placed on it. all of the concrete was placed with a wheel-
barrow or a bobcat, and in about 300 linear feet sections. 
Also, one subcontractor did not adhere to the timeline in 
removing old concrete and hauling off dirt; because of this, 
dusty & sons was contracted to help do some of this work 
in order to keep the whole project moving forward.

the pervious concrete had to be placed with a Georgia 
buggy about 300 feet away from where the concrete truck 
could maneuver, and this was challenging. also, integral 
color was mixed in with the concrete. Plastic was placed 
over the concrete to let it cure, and because the sidewalk 
was curved, the overlaps in the plastic made tiger stripes on 
the concrete, causing a color variation in the appearance. to 
fix that, dusty & sons put some clemons concrete sealer on 
the concrete to get a uniform look. time management also 
became a challenge; each excavation required that arche-
ologists be called in to sift through the soil for artifacts.

By the time the job was done, the contract had grown 
larger because of dusty & sons concrete, llc’s work ethic 
and their ability to get things done. they placed 2500 linear 
feet of footing under the soldier course pavers, hauled off old 
concrete and dirt, placed about 20 yards of integral colored 
pervious concrete, and placed pea rock gravel over some 
existing trails to clean up the area.
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2015 ConCrETE AwArD winnErs

—Continued on page 14

BEsT PErvioUs ConCrETE - rEsiDEnTiAL
Hopkins Pervious Driveway
memphis ready mix
Baltz & sons concrete, llc

This project—a driveway threaded alongside a line of 
mature trees on a heavily wooded lot where the trees 

were a critical component of the home’s character and 
appeal—is an example of selecting the right material for 
the job. 

the clients, having grown weary of the pervious gravel 
driveway, wanted a rigid driveway material but were ada-
mant that the trees not be harmed. John Griffen, a local 
designer, tapped Kevin Baltz, of Baltz & sons, to implement 
a tree-friendly hardscape of pervious concrete. to add some 
character and beauty to what can sometimes be a more 
utilitarian finish, Griffen designed a series of cobblestone 
bands throughout the driveway, as well as the entry inlet 
and central detail. 

Baltz installed a series of strategically positioned notched 
voids in the pervious pavement and had Travis nabors 
masonry install the beautiful cobblestone bands and inlet, 
using a material that was reclaimed and re-purposed for 
this application. the end result is a beautiful mix of old and 
new materials that blend seamlessly with the setting, all with 
virtually no hardscape footprint in terms of the impact on 
the surrounding venue.

BEsT PrECAsT
wolf Creek Bridge Us25/70
ready mix usa
Bell & associates construction l.P.

The wolf creek Bridge over the french Broad river and 
norfolk southern railroad in cocke county, tn, is a 

five span, reinforced concrete spandrel arch bridge. the 
bridge was designed by the state of tennessee in 1925 and 
constructed in 1926. It is 629’- 6” long and consists of five 
arched spans. Its historical significance, scenic setting, and 
strong aesthetic appeal merited tdot’s decision to invest 
nearly $9 million in an extensive renovation of the bridge. 

the bridge is a vital link to several small communities be-
tween tennessee and north carolina. a primary challenge 
was the construction and maintenance of a haul road to 
provide access for equipment and personnel and to facilitate 
demolition operations and the containment of debris.

Bell utilized a lIdar scanner to perfectly document the 
existing bridge. this allowed them to replicate architectural 
features, dimensions of the structural components, and eleva-
tions of the existing bridge. the new bridge was designed 
and constructed with the highest quality in mind. 

accuracy in the as-Built: ground-based lidar or “laser 
scanning” was utilized for the as-built drawings, allowing 
Bell to visualize each element of the structure. the data 
gave exact measurements and allowed Bell to line up the 
sub-structure. the laser scanner provided more than 21 mil-
lion points of data. 
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obstacle 1: Cherokee national Forest on one end had 
limited access. solution: Bell planned accordingly and sched-
uled all materials to access the site from the other side.

obstacle 2: spans 1 through 3 were constructed over 
a haul road that was built into the french Broad river. It 
is important to note that the French Broad river drains ap-
proximately 1700 sq. miles of mountains in both nc and 
tn. the project was at high risk of increased water volumes 
because the river levels would rise quickly from rain events 
as far as 60 miles away. this resulted in multiple overtop-
ping events through construction. solution: Bell built gabion 
baskets and chain link fence to confine the rock during these 
rain events. 

obstacle 3: span 4 was over the river channel and 
Bell was unable to shore reconstruction of the arch installa-
tion of precast because the lengths of the arch pours were 
decreased. It was difficult to move and contain concrete 
debris during demolition of span 4. solution: Platforms were 
constructed to suspend from the arch. this allowed Bell to 
contain debris and provide access for demolition personnel 
and equipment. 

obstacle 4: span 1 was over an active norfolk south-
ern railroad, where multiple trains passed through daily. 
work had to be stopped during the presence of the train. 
In addition, the terrain was rugged and steep adjacent to 
the track. solution: Personnel, material and equipment had 
to be lowered down with a crane. and smaller equipment 
had to be utilized to maneuver around the area. 

BEsT roLLEr ComPACTED ConCrETE
Lentz Public Health Center
ImI
four star Paving, Gresham, smith and Partners

The lentz Public health center is a public/private build-
ing partnership between the city of nashville’s metro 

Public health department and the hospital corporation of 
america (hca). the original design of the parking lot called 
for asphalt pavement. however, to enhance the leed silver 
certification, the architects and engineers switched to a 

roller compacted concrete pavement ( rccP). the general 
contractor on this project was Bell/Icf. 

four star Paving had been contracted to place the asphalt 
and had never been involved in a rccP job prior to this. 
this was also the first time that the city of nashville had used 
rccP. ImI was able to educate the key players and helped 
facilitate a plan to move forward on the project. 

rccP is typically used where there are heavy loads, such 
as semi traffic or large industrial equipment. this project 
was different in that aspect because sustainability was more 
important than its strength. rccP resists freeze and thaw 
cycle damage that would require normal pavement to be 
patched and replaced every few years. 

the methods used to test and place rccP, as well as moni-
toring moisture and aggregates, are all very different from 
regular concrete. the key was educating and following the 
Best Practices for this project, since this was the first use of 
rccP in the metro nashville/ davidson county area. 

ImI supplied four star Paving with 3,000 yards of rccP 
for this project. the biggest obstacle during this pavement 
was testing, moisture ratings, and adjusting for the ambient 
temperature because the temperature would rise drastically 
from early morning through midday when temperatures 
could exceed 90 degrees.
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Pervious Concrete Allows Rainwater to seep 
into the ground. It is instrumental in recharging 
groundwater and reducing  storm water runoff. 

 The Wildcat Roller Screed is the easiest to use on the 
market and the most economical.  It is also an ideal tool 

for concrete sidewalks, walking trails and golf cart paths.   

We welcome comparison to any other brands.                                                                 
For More Info Call Toll Free 877-220-6652  

www.multivibe.com 

Wildcat Roller Screed $2195 
Roller Tubes $30 per ft             

End Plugs $290  Weight $200 

# PCRG 
$790 

# PCR 
$600 

“The Wildcat Screed has become 
my preferred placement method 
because of it’s lightweight, easy to 
use, and produces a great finish.” 

Sarah Egan                                                                                                            
TN Concrete Association                                                                          
NRMCA Certified Pervious Concrete 
Installer 
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 2015 ConCrETE AwArD winnErs

BEsT sPECiALTy ConCrETE ProJECT
Lake Loudoun Plaza/ Pat summitt Feature wall
ready mix usa
Blount contractors, Inc.
merit contractors, Inc.

The “Pat summitt Plaza” on the university of tennessee 
Knoxville campus includes a cast-in-place concrete 

“feature wall” that retains a hillside supporting a parking 
garage above, while creating the backdrop for a bronze 
statue of the legendary basketball coach of the lady volun-
teers. this wall also multi-curves, slopes, and batters as it 
rises from a height of 12 feet at its south end to a maximum 
of over 22 feet near its center. 

using a concept borrowed from wooden boat builders, 
Blount contractors, Inc. (sub-contractor to Gc merit con-
struction, Inc.) devised a formwork system of rectangular 
wooden boxes, inside of which were a series of ribs and 
struts that conformed to the required curvatures of the wall. 
faced with plywood, the panels were crane-set in place 
and then faced again with an frP liner to provide a smooth 
casting surface. 

Bc was greatly assisted in the engineering of this formwork 
by Gates & sons of denver, colorado. utilizing 3d-modeling 
software and designer’s cad files, Gates derived the ge-
ometry of each of approximately 60 plywood ribs, then cut 
them out on a computer-controlled router table, from where 

they were shipped “just-in-time” to Bc’s alcoa, tn shop for 
final fabrication. 

the concrete for this project was furnished by ready mix 
usa of Knoxville. the mix was integrally colored to precise 
standards, and delivered in small batches timed to allow 
continuous placement without exceeding the design pour 
rates of the formwork. after form removal the exposed wall 
surfaces were sandblasted to achieve their final texture.

this project serves as a lasting tribute to coach summitt 
and as a wonderful example of cast-in-place concrete’s ver-
satility as both a structural and architectural material, with 
no limitation to geometric possibilities. ♦

www.midsouthconcrete.com

P.O. Box 1220
1750 Braly Lane
Pulaski, TN 38478

2408 Hwy, 43 South
Leoma, TN 38468

Phone (931) 363-0690
Fax (931) 363-5326
Cell (931) 309-9115
Toll Free (800) 705-5326

Email: midsouth@smwb.net
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First Place
ConCrete:  
the Final Chapter
lauren hamrIcK 

according to biblical history and prophecy, the world began in a 
garden, but will end in a city. This is an interesting development to 

note; it signals predestined progression in the form of industrialization. 
Advancement takes the form of an urbanized landscape: a canopy of concrete 
buildings looms over our heads while a network of concrete pathways lies 
below our feet. A city is its own biome. Others argue that concrete is the 
antithesis of life, suffocating the natural ground and erecting itself in place 
of trees. However, concrete is an extension of life. It is our new home. We 
are constructing the framework of our future. Concrete, therefore, is an 
important part of the human story.

The average citizen does not often recognize the vital role concrete has 
in our daily lives. Concrete hosts the functions of society; it is used to build 
our schools, hospitals, homes, bridges, tunnels, dams, roads, and so on. It is 
the foundation of activity for the local workman, the traveling entrepreneur, 
the busy housewife, the becoming student, and every person whose work lies 
within	its	influence.	As	globalization	facilitates	the	spread	of	development,	
this same opportunity will be made accessible to every man, woman and 
child. Concrete will aid the growth of cities in all nations, introducing support 
systems in places lacking. As the most used man-made material in the world, 
concrete will usher in a new era of effective living.
Concrete	 can	be	 justifiably	 considered	 a	 part	 of	 nature	 because	 of	 its	

enhancing	effects	on	 the	environment,	both	 literally	and	figuratively.	 Its	
eco-friendly attributes provide strength and durability to modern architecture 
with low maintenance. Its affordability increases its practicality, making it a 
possible tool for the aspiring civilization. Its rediscovery in the early days of 
the First Industrial Revolution began its career as a useful, green material. It 
has	paved	the	way	for	social,	economic	and	political	flourishing	for	centuries.	
It has established the setting for hallmark events that have shaped the past 
and led to the present. The backdrop of history is a fundamental part of the 
definition	of	humanity,	for	an	environment	is	the	image	that	represents	the	
people. Where we live is characteristic of who we are.

As a community, we are meant to prosper together, to live with one another. 
As people migrated to cities, the center of life was relocated to urban areas. 
Without concrete, there would be no cities, and with no cities, there would 
be	no	social	flourishing.	Production	supports	the	hopes	and	dreams	of	the	
individual, allowing him or her to reach new heights. In man’s autobiography, 
concrete is a character in this story of success.C
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March 30 and 31, 25 CIM students along with Dr. 
Heather Brown, Department Chair; Jon Huddleston, 

faculty; and Jason Crabtree, lab manager; took a charter 
bus to tour Dayton Superior and Stephens Manufacturing in Ohio 
and Kentucky. 
The	first	stop	was	the	Innovation	Center	at	Dayton	Superior	

Corporation. The Dayton Superior Innovation Center is 15,000 sq. 
ft. of precision research and development and technology services. 
The Innovation Center features: A state of the art chemical lab; A 
full-featured mechanical test facility; Product demonstration areas; 
3D printing technology lab. One student upon returning said of the 
labs, “They almost made me cry,” and CIM Lab Manager, Jason 
Crabtree said he was inspired to come back and improve our own 
lab spaces. Students were able to do hands on demonstrations with 
formwork, learn about how sealers and epoxies are tested, watch 
a #18 bar get tensile tested and test bridge deck anchors. The 
company made custom t-shirts for the event and provided pizza 
and wings after several hours of touring. The proudest moment 
of the day was hearing from recent alumni, Nizhyar Dosky, who 
was hired by Dayton Superior as part of their Building Leaders 
Program.	He	gave	a	presentation	of	how	his	first	eight	months	
have been at Dayton Superior and showed some great photos of the 
projects he's already been a part of. The students all left inspired 

M

that the concrete industry is moving forward in a big way. 
The second stop on our tour was to Stephens Manufacturing 

in Tompkinsville, Ky., where we were warmly greeted with a 
KY BBQ lunch. The team at Stephens Manufacturing took time 
out of their day to give us mini presentations on the different 
areas of the operation. Max Stephens kicked off the day with 
the history of the company and overall business model. Darrick 
Proffitt	 orchestrated	 tours	 for	 our	 seniors	 to	 learn	 at	 a	 deeper	
level and our freshman—juniors took a different tour that was 
a great introduction to all the aspects of the operation. Lots of 
questions, pictures and stops were made. The theme of the day 
was appreciating all of the behind the scenes electrical, welding, 
CNC and painting that has to occur in order for the plant to be 
built. Tour guides stressed the importance of being a team player 
and not being afraid of hard work. Everyone agreed that the 
culture at Stephens Manufacturing was something to aspire to at 
their	first	job.	Thanks	to	Alanna	Stephens	for	her	efforts	and	the	
great goody bags with hats, business card holders and custom key 
chains from their own CNC shop. 

It was a fast trip but the students learned a lot about the different 
facilities and were impressed and encouraged by interactions with 
the employees. The trip was also a great way for students and staff 
to get to know each other better.

Cim update by dr. heather J. Brown

ConCrete StudentS road tour 
 – in Kentucky and Ohio –
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705 Fort Negley Court
Nashville, TN 37203


